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ENGLISH 

1. Write a description of a home stay facility where you had recently put up. Mention the 

place, tariff rates, special features, why it is a better option than a hotel or guest house 

and any other relevant point. 

2. You are Nirvan/ Niyali, a reporter with The Daily Mirror. You were in Puri when the 

Cyclone Fani hit. Write a report for the newspaper mentioning the steps taken in 

advance to avoid disaster, the impact, the present condition of the residents, relief 

work and other relevant points. 

PSYCHOLOGY 

1. Final project on case history. 

2. Read and write short questions with answers from chapter 9. 

3. Watch any 2 or more movies or read books (related to psychological disorders) 

 Like-  a beautiful mind(2001-paranoid schizophrenia) 

 Good will hunting (1997-gifted/counseling/PTSD) 

 Rain man (1988-autism), I am Sam(2001) 

 As good as it gets(1997), the aviator( 2004-OCD) 

 The prince of tides’, ‘girl, Interrupted’(1999- substance abuse-BPD) 

 Silver linings playbook (2012-bipolar disorders/depression) 

 The breakfast club(1985-stereotypes), Three faces of eve, Etc. 

SOCIOLOGY 

Submit a project work using method of your choice – survey, interview, observation 

or combination of more than one method on any one of the following topics 

 

1. Public transport 

2. Role of communication media in social life 

3. Household appliances and domestic work 

4. The use of public space 

5. Changing aspirations of different age groups 

6. The biography of a commodity 

               Mention: Objective, Importance, Theoretical assumption, Statement of purpose,     



                                Methodology, Technique, Conclusion. 

               Submit the work in a laboratory file (Shoe lace file) with contents and bibliography 

inserted. 

HISTORY 

On the basis of the project topics assigned to individual students 

a. Relevant research work is to be done. 

b. Source material to be interpreted. 

c. A synopsis to be submitted (150 words) 

(TOPICS ANNOUNCED IN CLASS) 

 

GEOGRAPHY 

Each student will complete the household survey for the project work.  

 Prepare the questionnaire schedule. 

 Submit the same after vacation. 

 Will complete the final practical sheets of the 1
st
 chapter of Geography Practical. 

 To be submitted for the teacher’s signature on 12
th

 June 

II. a. Which are the three core points in the definition of human geography given by F. 

Raatzel? 

b. Possibilities can be created within the limit which does not damage the environment and 

there is no free run without accidents. Analyse the statement.  

LEGAL STUDIES 

 Research work for the project 

Find information about the background, facts, judgment, laws involved and precedents 

involved (if any) of the allotted case for the project. 

Work has to be submitted in a practical lace file (in the format as explained in the class) after 

the vacation by 21
st 

June. 

 Form a hypothetical contract between two parties clearly indicating the offer, 

consideration, acceptance and consent of the contract. 

Work to be submitted in your legal studies home work exercise book by 17
th

 June. 



POLITICAL SCIENCE 

 Research work for the project 

Collect facts and relevant pictures related to the topic allotted for the project.  

Work has to be submitted in a practical lace file (in the format as explained in the class) after 

the vacation by 21st June 

 Answers to the following questions to be written and submitted by 17
th

 June 

1. Suppose there had been no Cold War, how would that situation have affected India's 

foreign policy after her independence? 

2. What was the main logic put forward by Nehru in keeping India a secular state? 

 

ECONOMICS 

Students of class XII have to complete one project of about 3500-4000 words during the 

academic session. Since the project is research based, the topics have been discussed and 

allotted to students. A total of 10 topics have been given. Students will do the basic research 

during the vacation. They will also form suitable questionnaire for conducting a survey as 

relevant to their topic. For some topics, they will collect secondary data from Newspapers, 

journals, magazines or the internet along with pictures. 

A brief synopsis and outline of the project, along with their basic research materials will have 

to be submitted in a lace file latest by 17
th

 June, 2019. 

MATHS  

(i)ACTIVITY – 7  :(with some application) 

To be done on graph paper . You may take the graph of                  

 

(ii) ACTIVITY – 1 :( with some application) 

 

(iii) ACTIVITY -3  :  (with some application) 

Submit the above three activities in a LAB NOTE BOOK  (well designed , well maintained ) 

immediately after summer vacation and get it signed by your respective subject teacher . 

You should remember that the above task is mandatory and you must do it as a part of 

internal assessment carrying significant marks . 

For your further clarification and guidelines you may follow the CBSE site(curriculum) 

where you get also the link for NCERT LAB MANUALS . 

 


